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Abstract
This article is devoted to the practical aspects of the cash flow statement forecast. The proposed formation method is based on
the fuzzy logics and the procedure of expert evaluations. As the result of premade theoretical analysis of the financial
statements fuzzy forecast, a computer program has been developed to support the formation of the forecasted cash flow
statement. The article describes the software’s working algorithm and presents its main windows.
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1. Introduction
Universally, the term "cash flow management" refers to a guarantee of independence and a state of stability and
efficiency within a company - the key to financial success. Therefore, accounting and cash flow analysis are some of the
top priorities of the firm.
The forecasted cash flow statement is highly useful. Most notably, we can employ its use in the budgeting process.
Budgeting, refers to the tactical (both short-term and medium-term) business actions planning [1, 2].
Secondly, another obvious utility of the forecast report may be clearly evident upon examination of investment
designs. As a result, the prediction of cash flow from the implementation of a specific project can be deduced and a
calculation of its efficiency can be thus acquired [4].
Additionally, another useful aspect that the cash flow statement may provide for interested users would lie in the
prospect of financial structure evaluation (including stability, liquidity and solvency) of the enterprise, providing feedback
about the rhythm of the operating process, the rate of funds turnover, etc. [4].
As a result, the upper management of the company will always be able to dictate the volume and the timing of the
cash flows in order to adapt to the constantly changing circumstances and conditions of the financial world. Use of the
cash flow statement also provides companies with an upper hand in capitalizing on future prospects and possibilities as
they arise.
It should be also noted, that there is an increasing tendency to include superfluous amounts of forecasted
information into formal financial statements [5]. Pure financial indicators related to profit generation alone, cannot always
provide the investors and financial analysts with a truly reliable information base for predicting the long term value of an
organization into posterity. Therefore, the value and credibility of financial statements is now determined more by its
predictive components and not as much by the previously achieved results during past periods [6].
2. Method
The accounting information is the basis for the formation of a forecasted report, which determines the management
decisions (Table 1).
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Table 1. Transformation of accounting information into a forecast
Level
Operational
Operational –>
Strategic
Strategic

Stage
Business
event
Data
Information
Forecast
Decision

Description
Gathering and simple summation business events data
The transformation of this data into accounting and analytical information which then goes
into the hands of trained professional for expert evaluation
The received information is combined with previously accumulated statistics and past
statements which are thus evaluated and followed to transform this accumulation of data into
a form of forecast report
At the final stage, this form is then used for management tasks

Now let us consider the existing methods (approaches) of financial and economic forecasting. Conventionally, they can
be divided into two major groups: factual (formal) and expert (intuitive). Factual (formal) methods are based on actual
available information with regard to a prediction. The expert (intuitive) methods employ the opinions of specialists and
experts and are used when it is impossible to formalize the studied processes, or in case of varying degrees of
uncertainty within the data. However, as a rule, different experts have different opinions about evaluating an index and
often find it difficult to give exact estimates. The nature of estimation is one that relies on subjective perception and thus
is difficult to be defined in terms of absolutes. For situations such as these we suggest using the method of fuzzy-sets,
which works with the indicators in the form of fuzzy numbers.
Let us give the theoretical description of the algorithm for constructing the membership function (MF) of fuzzy
numbers represented in Formula 1 [7]. Using the function of the form
మ
ߤ ሺݑሻ ൌ ݁ ିఈሺି௨ሻ ǡ ܷ א ݑǡ
(1)
where: U - universal set (in the general case, the set of real numbers), then we build numbers’ MF approximately
equal to some number K, where the parameter (Formula 2) depends on the fuzzy degree . Value is determined from the
expression
ିସǡହ
ߙൌ
ǡ
(2)
ሺఉሺሻሻమ

where: - the distance between the transition points where the MF is set to 0.5 (we denote these points by a and b,
assuming that ).
In order to ensure full and well-timed forecasting of financial indicators we suggest using computer programs to
automate this process [8, 9, 10, 11].
Therefore, after the analysis of the theoretical model of decision-making based on fuzzy initial information, we have
implemented it in the form of a computer program [12, 13, 14, 15].
3. Result
We developed an algorithm for a special computer program to support the process of fuzzy forecasting of financial and
economic indicators based on expert evaluations method. The software has been written in Java language in NetBeans
7.3 environment.
The program works in three modes: administrator, system analyst and expert [16]. The administrator is responsible
for the initial operations of the program, such as making up usernames / passwords for the rest of the project’s members.
System Analyst regulates the work of experts, checking the iteration process, but does not have access to the passwords
of experts and therefore cannot arbitrarily change their decision [17]. Experts work independently from each other and
cannot see the projections of other experts [18].
Now let us describe the steps of working with the program. In the start window the user is prompted to create a
new project or to select a project from the saved ones (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2 Start window
New projects are started by the administrator who assigns the project ID, name / login / password for system analysts
and experts and sets the name and purpose of the project (Figure 3) [19].

Fig. 3 Editing a new project
Then each expert writes their initial intervals (Figure 4); systems analyst checks and analyzes them; decides whom to
include in the main experts group and whom to ask to change the interval values, or even exclude [20, 21].

Fig. 4 Filling the interval values by an expert
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In the next step, each expert independently fills a matrix of priorities (Figure 5), after which the system analyst upon
reexamining the data, combines matrices and carries out the first iteration (Figure 6).

Fig. 5 Filling matrix of priorities by an expert

Fig. 6 Checking data by systems analyst. Conducting iteration
Then, following the fuzzy forecasting algorithm, the program checks whether or not the predicted interval fits in the
confidence interval. If the condition is satisfied, then we can define the fuzzy forecast (Figure 7), otherwise, experts and
systems analysts continue the iteration process.

Fig. 7 Result window
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The program is built according to the MVC pattern – the object-oriented method for the separation of presentation logic,
business logic and data model.
The main components are the Model, View and Controller. The Model is the aggregate data model domain,
implemented in the application, in this case, for example, the model of the interval (Interval) or users model (Person). A
major role is played by the model matrix (Matrix), which holds all the basic computation.
View - is the component responsible for displaying models and realizations of the user interface (Graphics User
Interface). The project uses a standard package of Swing, as this library provides more flexible interface components
than its predecessor, AWT.
The third component is the Controller. It focuses all the working logic of the application, binding Model and View
together. The application includes many controllers. The most significant of which are XMLCreater, XMLParser,
MatrixUnifier, IntervalUnifier. The first two process data stored in xml while the others deal with the main calculations.
The program uses both standard library of JDK and complement-enforcement, particularly the XOM library, which
works and saves projects in the files of type «.xml» and Commons-Math for formatting matrixes.
4. Conclusion
Building an effective business system is impossible without proper and timely formatted forecast statements. The
proposed tool (the computer software) provides the necessary mechanism for this process.
It should also be noted that the described method of fuzzy forecasting and the associated computer program
presented in this article are sufficiently universal and will increase the reliability of the decision making process in a wide
range of financial and economic systems.
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